CASE STUDY
™

ABC LOGISTIC: INCREASE TIRE
LIFE AND PRODUCTIVITY

BACKGROUND
ABC Logistics
• 148 long haul trucks
• Subcontractor for
multinational organizations

Strong Reputation. Customer Centered.
ABC Logistic is a transportation logistics company located in Saudi Arabia. Its
roots are in the family-run Al-Jabri Transportation Establishment, and since
beginning, it has grown to service worldwide clients with over 300 vehicles.
ABC Logistic is focused on delivering the highest quality logistic services at
reasonable prices for its clients.

Needing a New Way to Balance.
CHALLENGES
• Reduce irregular tire wear
• Increase fleet productivity
• Improve fuel economy

ABC Logistic understood the affect balanced tires had on even tread wear
and fuel efficiency, but it had been dissatisfied in its results from using a spin
balancing machine to balance its tires. Also, with the static lead weight
balancing, ABC Logistic was experiencing excessive vibration from the roads
and irregular tire wear. The irregular tire wear was leading to early tire
removal, decreasing the fleet's productivity and increasing costs.

IMI’S SOLUTIONS
• FLEXX, IMI’s adaptive wheel-end balancing solution with DUAL FORCE
technology

ABC LOGISTIC’S RESULTS
• Increased tire take-off point by 33%
• Decreased downtime of fleet with faster wheel-end balancing
• Increased driver satisfaction with reduced vibrations
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THE SOLUTION
FLEXX - IMI’s adaptive wheel-end balancing
solution with DUAL FORCE technology

OUTCOME
More even tire wear,
reduced downtime associated

FEATURES
• Adaptively responds to road force changes
• Installs quickly to maximize productivity
• Extends tire life and improves fuel efficiency

with spin balancing, and
increased productivity.
Increasing productivity and tire life
After switching to IMI FLEXX, ABC Logistic immediately noticed an improvement
in productivity and time savings with the FLEXX drop-in bag installation as
compared to spin balancing. ABC Logistic also saw an increase in tire life; when
using static weight balancing, technicians would remove tires after 12 months.
However, after installing IMI FLEXX, they are not removing tires until at least 16
months of use or longer.

Images of ABC Logistic tires after 5 months and 23,225 miles of use.

Improving services for end customers
IMI FLEXX saved ABC Logistic time and money through increased tire life,
improved productivity, and decreased downtime associated with tire changes.
These savings assist in keeping ABC Logistic competitive for its clients and able
to deliver the best logistics services possible.

“We haven't used the tire balancing
machine for six months now. Our plan is to
use FLEXX for all of our trucks in the
future."
– Mr. Ahmed, Workshop Manager
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